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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing an ASP.NET Core web application by using an
Entity Framework code-first approach.
The application uses an Azure SQL Database. The code-first
migration is configured to run as part of a continuous
integration build.
You must add an Azure MySQL Database. This database must use
the same schema as the existing Azure SQL Database instance.
You need to configure the migration to ensure that the existing
TFS build definition remains unchanged.
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Use the ActiveProvider property to specify the provider to
which the migration is applied.
B. Create a separate Migration Assembly than the one containing
the DbContext and switch the active provider during build.
C. Create a new type that derives from DbContext and override
the ActiveProvider object. Then, add or apply migrations using
this type.
D. Use the Entity Framework Core Fluent API to identify

database providers.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://medium.com/@rc_dos_santos/how-configure-asp-net-core-we
b-api-project-with-mysql-database- b7a64a247a99

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following types of distributed repositories is
supported by ePO? (Choose three)
A. DHCP
B. HTTP
C. FTP
D. UNC
E. LDAP
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following are NOT operational costs?
A. Consultancy
B. Staff
C. Accommodation rental
D. A mainframe purchase
Answer: D
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